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Human Behavior at Closed Social
Trails

Introduction
Volunteer citizen scientists in the Garden of the
Gods measure RMFI's restoration efforts to
improve our understanding of how the trails are
changing over time and how our trail work and
revegetation efforts influence that process.

Social trails limit wildlife movement on the
landscape. Social trail closure aggregates human
recreation while protecting the natural resource.
Closed social trails are disappearing where active
revegetation occurred in 2015.

Research questions:

● Citizen scientists observe human behavior at
closed social trail junctions from hidesites
● 100% compliance of trail closure at actively
revegetated sites (2018 data)

● How does the trail change over time?
● How do slope and aspect relate to trail tread
depth and width?
● Do structures slow the rate of change on a trail?
Is this correlated with slope and aspect?
● Do trail improvements redirect traffic onto the
designated trail, thereby reducing vegetation
impacts on social trails?

Methods:
● Measure trail shape dynamics before, during, and
after trail improvement projects
● Measure vegetation dynamics on restored and
closed social trails
● Conduct human behavior monitoring to characterize
compliance with closed trail indications
● Explore current citizen science training methods in
order to further develop an effective citizen science
education and training program

Trail Case Study, Pre and Post
Erosion Mitigation Efforts

Vegetation Measurements in Closed
Social Trails with Active Revegetation

Trail Standards Agreement Colorado Springs Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services Department
and Friends Groups and Partners

Human pressure to defy
the closed trail sign is
potentially different based
on the geometry and
flow of each trail
junction, as well as the
condition of the closed
trail (whether revegetated
or trodden), and signage

Two years of data indicate that active restoration of
social trails is successful although the native plant
community arising from the revegetation seed mix is
not analogous to the adjacent plant communities
because the revegetation seed mix is generalized to
the species in all ecotypes of the Garden.
Future research - Compare trail closure compliance with
trail closure technique

Vegetation
Measurements
Average End-of-Season
Total Cover East Trail
2017-2018
Average End-of-Season
Total Cover West Trail Fall
2018

M=0.73,
SD=0.23

Average Richness East
Trail 2018

M=4.39.
SD=1.56

Average Richness West
Trail 2018

M=3.43,
SD=1.19

Research Engagement

M=0.39,
SD=0.24

Citizen Science
Not all spp. in the reveg
seed mix are present in
the revegetated area

Selected Literature
Blue Trails (Intermediate)
• Typical width 18” to 36” (red lines indicate)
• Sustained slopes range from 0-10%. Grades should
not exceed 10%, except for short distances up to 12%.
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The Rocky Mountain Field Institute Citizen
Science Program is a co-created citizen science
program in which citizen scientists participate in
research design, data collection, analysis, and
publication.

Current projects include:
• RMCS, CSA attendance in 2018-2019
• publication in press: Monitoring restoration
efforts in the Garden of the Gods with citizen
scientists: training lessons and ecological
data findings
• Expanded data collection effort: 2 trails in
2017, 7 trails in 2018
• Interested? Visit:
https://www.rmfi.org/programs/citizen-science

